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CHANGE INFORMATION



Fig . 1-1 . PS 503A Dual Power Supply plug-in module .



Section 1-PS 503A



OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS



INTRODUCTION Description The PS 503A is a dual 0 to 20 V do constant-voltage, current-limited, floating power supply . It is designed to operate in the high-power compartment of the TM 504 or TM 506 Power Module . In the high-powercompartment, it provides a floating dual Oto 20 Vdc at 1 .0 A. Operating in a standard compartment of a TM 500 Series Power Module, the PS 503A supplies a floating dual 0 to 20 V do at 400 mA . The supply is designed for conveniently powering complementary and linear integrated circuits such as operational and differential amplifiers as well as differential comparators. A ground referenced +5 V auxiliary supply (suitable for bipolar logic, light-emitting diodes, incandescent displays and similar applications) is also included . With the floating supply available for powering discrete interface circuits and level shifting, the PS 503A can be used for many digital/analog applications .



diode as well as a dimming of the VOLTS indicator light if the supply output voltage is above approximately 10 V. These functions are easily verified by momentarily shorting the output of the supply .



installation and Removal c~~



CAUTION



Turn the power module off before inserting the plugin; otherwise, damage may occur to the plug-in circuitry. Because of the high current drawn by the PS 503A, it is also recommended that the power module be turned off before removing the PS 503A . Refer io Fig. 1-2. . Check to see that the plastic barriers on the interconnecting jack of the selected power module compartment match the cut-outs in the PS 503A circuit board edge connector.



The plus and minus outputs from the dual floating power supplies are independently variable or bo variable-at a constant ratio by a common controi Ea , .~. ,--;.- /align `the PS 503A chassis with the upper and lower supply provides dither a plus or'mir~us 0 to 20 V do with `guides of the selected compartment. Push the module in respect to the common terminal, By connecting across the and press firmly to seat the circuit board in the inter plus and minus terminals, the PS 503A can provide 0 to connecting jack . 40 V dc . Either terminal may be grounded or floated to 350 V (dc + peak ac). Each supply also features continuously variable current limiting from less than 50 mAto To remove the PS 503A, pull on the release latch 400 mA (standard compartment) or 1 A (high power located in the lower left corner, until the interconnecting compartment) at both 20 V and 40 V output . jack disengages and the PS 503A will slide out. The presence and variability of the output voltage is verified by the VOLTS indicator light on the front panel. The brightness of this light varies with output voltage. A panel-mounted light-emitting diode (LED) indicates when the PS 503A is operating in a standard compartment of a TM 500 Series Power Module and the output current is limited to a maximum of 400 mA. Other panel-mounted, light-emitting diodes indicate when either the + or supply goes into current-limiting . Hard limiting is indicated by maximum brightness of the light-emitting
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Controls and Connectors Refer to Fig . 1-3 . Even though the PS 503A is fully calibrated and ready to use, the functions and actions of the controls and connectors should be reviewed before attempting to use it. Press the OUTPUT button to apply power to the PS 503A .



Operating Instructions-PS 503A



POWER MODULE



~~rrier



PLUG-IN Bottom Groove



Fig. 1-2. Plug-in module installation/removal .



OPERATING CONSIDERATIONS Overheating The PS 503A is designed to operate at ~n ambient fAmr"Qrature from 0°G to +5G"C. ~lowever, when operating saveral power supplies in a rpe~? ; i-p!ug-in pow~ ." module, especially at low output voltages, or when operating close to other heat-producing equipment, internal temperature may exceed safe limits and actuate a thermal cutout in the power module . Refer to the power module instruction manual for more complete information .



Load and Monitor Connections



Improper connections between the power-supply output and the load (s) or monitoring devices) are a common cause of errors . Multiple loads or monitoring devices must be connected directly to the output terminals with separate pairs of leads as shown in Fig. 1-4. Avoid using clip leads, since their contact resistance can exceed the output impedance of the PS 503A and cause significant measurement error.



Grounded and Floating Operation



The PS 503A is a + and -20 V "floating" supply since no internal connections are made to either the chassis or ground . The supply can thus be used as a positive or negative supply by simply, connecting between the common and the negative or positive uutpur terminal . However, there may bs :: :,desirable effects caused by grounding the supply to the chassis while the load is grounded at some point removed from the supply chassis. Forexample, if a remote load is connected as shown in Fig, 1-5 . ground currents containing the power-line frequency could result and create excessive noise and ripple in series with the load . Thus, floating operation is recommended to ensure against problems caused by undersirable ground currents . Reverse Current Loading



In some bias supply and digital circuitry applications the load might behave as a current source for part of its operating cycle. Since the output circuit of a seriesregulated supply is unidirectional, current will not pass in the opposite direction except through undesirable paths. The internal reverse-current diodes conduct only when the PS 503A terminal voltage reverses and therefore will not work when the voltage is correctly polarized. Connec-
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Operating Instructions-PS 503A



VOLTS DUAL TRACKING Control When pulled out, vanes both the'-1-'and - outputs from 0 volts to he value set on the + and - VOLTS controls .' The - ratio between the+and-outputs is maintained throughout the range of the VOLTS DUAL TRACKING control .



4p0 mA LIMIT Indicator Light emitting diode indicates when PS 503A is installed in a 'standard compartment of a power module, limiting the current output .



OUTPUT Pushbutton When pressed, applies power to both 0-20V binding post terminals and the +5V binding post terminal .



VOLTS Controls and Indicators Variable coarse and tine controls provide continuously variable + orvoltage election from the respective 0-20 voli supply The presence and variability of output voltage is verified 'by voltage indicalor lights (OUTPUT button pressed) . Brightness of lights varies with output voltage :



CURRENT LIMIT Controls and Indicators Continuously variable controls that select the and -output current limit . Light-emitting diode indicates' when hard limiting occurs .



Floating Output Terminals 5-way binding post terminals that provide either a positive 0-20- volts between the binding post on the right (red) and t:OMMON, or a negative t)-20 volts between the binding past on the left (green) and COMMON . When the PS 503A is installed in he high power compartment of aTM 504 or TM 506 power module that has a high ; power compartment, tt e current available at either the r or - outputs is from less than ` 100 mA to at least 1 A : When the PS 503A is installed in a standard compartment, the current available is from ess than 100 mA `to at `least 400 mA. 0 to 4Q volt output s'obtained' between the + and - output terurinals .



_



Output Terminals 5-way binding-postterminals that provide a ground-referenced +5 V, 1 A, fixed output .



1834-05



Fig . 1-3 .
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PS 503A controls and connectors.



Operating Instructions-PS 503A NOTE Supply is connected for 20 to 40 V output .



POWER SUPPLY AC VOLT METER



POWER SUPPLY



I



I



ACTIVE LOAD



+ Rs



NOTE Supply is connected for 0 to 40 V output . Fig, t-4. Monitor and load connections. ting a shunt resistor (Rs) as shown in Fig.1-6 provides an external, reverse-current path to the power supply sources or delivers current only. Over-voltage The PS 503A is protected from over-voltage conditions by an over-voltage protection circuit that shuts down the power supply when the voltage rises to about 26 V dc.



Fig. 1-4. Reversr current shunt (Rs) with active load. NOTE The point at which the overvoltage protection blows the fuse may be changed forspeclfic applications by changing the Zener diode.



OPERATION The following steps demonstrate the use of the PS 503A controls and connectors . 1 . install the PS 503A into'(preferably) the high-power compartment of the power module . 2. Press the OUT button to apply power to the PS 503A.Observethatthe+and-VOLTSindicatoriights come on (the lights will be very dim at low voltages)._ Single Supply Operation (t20 V Maximum) 1 . Set the + and - VOLTS controls for approximately 2 V.



NOTE supply is connected for o to ao v output. Fig. 1-5. Ground loop created by grounded remote lead.



2. Turn the CURRENT LIMIT controls fully ccw (to protect the ammeter) . Connect an ammeter between the common terminal and the + or - terminal and adjust the appropriate CURRENT LIMIT control for the maximum desired current output .
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Operating Instructions-PS 503A ,~



y j



'



1



3. Removethe ammeter. Connect the load between the common terminal and the+or-terminal . Adjust the+or - VOLTS control for the desired output .



Combined Supply Operation (40 V Maximum)



Stair-Step Operation The PS 503A can be operated to provide a "stair-step" output characteristic by choosing certain load limits and control settings . Forexample, Fig.1-7showsthestair-step output from the PS 503A when a variable load (RL) is connected between the + and - output terminals. With each supply set for maximum voltage and current (40 V, 1 A) the output voltage remains constant from open circuit until the load reaches approximately 40 S2 as illustrated by the solid line in Fig. 1-7. At this crossover point, the output voltage decreases with the load and the output current is limited at 1 A. Therefore, below approximately 40 S2, both supplies act as current sources with output voltage variable with the load . Since both supplies are set for the same output voltage, each supply shares equally in the Power output IZ R. If one supply is set for a lower output voltage than the other, output power is shared at the same ratio as the output voltage.



~



1 . Set the + and - VOLTS control for approximately 2 V and turn the CURRENT LIMIT controls fully ccw (to protect the ammeter) . 2. Connect an ammeter between the + and - terurinals. First adjust one CURRENT LIMIT control for the maximum desired current output ; then adjust the other CURRENT LIMIT control until the CURRENT LIMIT indicator just reaches maximum brightness, i.e ., both supplies at the same CURRENT LIMIT setting.



Now, by setting supplyEzforacurrentlimitof0 .5 Aand varying the load over the same range, the supplies act as constant-voltage sources until the load reaches approximately 80 S2. At that crossover point, the supply set for 0.5 A (Ez) becomes a current source and its output



3. Remove the ammeter. Connect the load between the + and - terminals and set the + and - VOLTS controls so that both settings added togetherequal the desired output voltage. (See Dual-Tracking Operation for varying the output with the VOLTS DUAL TRACKING control .)



Dual-Tracking Operation When pulled out, the VOLTS DUAL TRACKING control varies the output of both supplies at a constant ratio from zero to the value set on the + and - VOLTS controls . For example, if the + and - VOLTS controls are set for maximum output (approximately 20 V), both outputs can be varied from zero to 20 V with the VOLTS DUAL TRACKING control (1 :1 ratio) . Likewise, if one supply is set for 10 V and the other for 20 V, each 1 V change in the 10 V output will be matched by a 2 V change in the 20 V output (2 :1 ratio) . Note also that no matter where the VOLTS DUAL TRACKING control is set, the outputs will return to the voltage selected by the + and - VOLTS control when the VOLTS DUAL TRACKING control is pushed in . Therefore, rapid selection of two preset outputs from each supply is achieved by merely switching the VOLTS DUAL TRACKING control in or out. When the +and - supplies are connected as described under Combined Supply Operation, the VOLTS DUAL TRACKING control will vary the output from zero to the value selected by the + and - VOLTS controls added together .
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Fig. 1-7. Output characteristics with various currents, voltages, and loads.



Operating Instructions-PS 503A voltage decreases with the load . At approximately 40 f2 and 20 V, supply Ez no longer contributes to the power output . Subsequently, supply E, supplies all the output power and operates as a constant-voltage source with output current variable with the load . Then, at approximately 20 f2, supply E, crosses over and becomes a current source at its maximum output of 1 A. Thus, by choosing the appropriate load limits and control settings, any of the four operating characteristics is possible . A second stair-step output can be preselected and switched in or out with the VOLTS DUAL TRACKING control (see Dual-Tracking Operation for details on the function of the VOLTS DUAL TRACKING control) .



Parallel-Connected Supplies """' CAUTION Parallel operation is not recommended unless a forward biased diode capable of handling the required current and voltage is inserted between each power supply and the load. Failure to do this may cause power supply damage. The outputs of two or more PS 503's can be connected in parallel as shown in Fig. 1-9 to obtain an output current equal to the sum of the output currents from each supply . Each supply must be adjusted individually to obtain the desired output current.



Series-Connected Supplies The outputs of two or more PS 503A's can be connected in series as shown in Fig . 1-8 to obtain an output voltage equal to the sum of the output voltages from each supply . Each supply must be adjusted individually to obtain the desired output voltage (see Dual-Tracking Operation for varying the output of both supplies with the VOLTS DUAL TRACKING control) . NOTE The PS 503A has internal diodes connected across the output to protect the series-connected supplies against reverse polarity if the load is shorted, or one of the supplies is not on.



POWER SUPPLY



I



I



POWER SUPPLY



NOTE The + and - supplies are internally connected in series. Therefore, the + and - supplies cannot be externally connected in parallel to obtain an output current equal to the sum of the currents from each supply. One supply should be set for the desired output voltage and the other for a slightly higher voltage . The supply set forthe desired voltage will then become a constant voltage source, while the supply with the higher voltage output becomes a current source (due to automatic crossover), which results in their output voltage decreasing to that of the supply with the lowest output voltage.



POWER SUPPLY



I



I



POWER SUPPLY



LOAD



NOTE Each supply is connected for 0 to 80 V output . Fig . 1-8. Supplies series-connected .



NOTE Each supply is connected for 0 to 2A output. Fig . 1-9. Supplies parallel-connected .
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Section 2-PS 503A



SPECIFICATION AND PERFORMANCE CHECK SPECIFICATION Performance Conditions The electrical characteristics are valid only if the PS 503A has been calibrated at an ambient temperature between +20° C and +30° C and is operating at an ambient temperature between 0°C and +50°C unless otherwise noted.



Items listed in the Pertormance Requirements column are verified by completing the Performance Check in this manual . Items listed in the Supplemental Information column are not verified in this manual ; they are either explanatory notes or pertormance characteristics for which no limits are specified.



Table 2-1 ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS Characteristics



Performance Requirements



Supplemental Information



Plus and Minus 20 V Floating Supplies Voltage Outputs



0 V (1100 mV) to at least 20 V do (20.1, -.1, +.4 V dc) with respect to common terminal, or 0 V to at least 40 V do across the plus and minus terminals. Outputs either ind bndently variable or both variable at a constant ratio of a common control (Dual Tracking).



Variable Current Limiting



Minimum Resolution



Less than 100 mA to at least 1A when installed in a high-power compartment.



Maximum limit; 1.5 A



Less than 100 mA to at least 400 mA when installed in a low power compartment.



Maximum limit; 600 mA



50 mV



Specification and Performance Check-PS 503A Table 2-1 (cont) Characteristics



~



Load Regulation



Performance Requirements



~



I



Within 3 mV with a 1 A load change .



Transient Recover



Within 5 mV for a t10% line voltage change .



Ripple and Noise (2 Hz to 2 MHz instrument not in current limiting .)



3 mV peak-to-peak or less with a 1 A load .



~



1 mV peak-to-peak or less with a 400 mA load (noise and ripple increase unpredictably when current is being limited) . ~ 0.025%/°C or less .



Stability



0.1% +5 mV (or less) of drift in 8 hours. Line voltage, load and temperature held constant.



I



Supply Isolation from Ground Dual Tracking Mode Offset Error



Within 1 mV with a 400 mA load change . ~20 ps for a constant voltage to recover within 20 mV for a nominal output voltage after a 400 mA change in output current.



Line Regulation



Temperature Coefficent



Supplemental Information



If the two supplies are set independently to any given voltage ratio, and if both supplies are then monitored and varied a given amount (by using the VOLTS DUAL TRACKING control), the two supplies will maintain the same voltage ratio as initially set within 50 mV ; until oric supply roaches either Q v or 20 V. +5 V Ground Reference Supply



Output



4.75Vdcto5.25Vdcwitha5ohm load .



Load Regulation



Within 100 mV with a 1 . A load change .



Line Regulation



Within 50 mV for a ±10% line voltage change .



Ripple and Noise (2 Hz to 2 MHz)



5 mV peak-to-peak or less with a 1 A load .



350 V (dc + peak ac) .



f



Measured at a temperature between +20° C and +30° C.



Measured at a temperature between +20° C and +30° C.



Long Term Stability



0.5% or less of drift.



Overload Protection



Fixed (automatic) current limiting and over-temperature shutdown .
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Specification and Performance Check-PS 503A Table 2-2 ENVIRONMENTAL Characteristics



Perf o rmance Requirements



Temperature Operating



0° C to +50° C.



Storage



-40° C to +75° C.



I



Supplemental Information



Altitude Operating



To 15,000 feet .



Storage



To 50,000 feet .



Vibration Operating and Non-Operating



With the instruments complete and operating, vibration frequency swept from 10 to 50 to 10 Hz at 1 minute per sweep. Vibrate 15 minutes in each of the three major axes at 0.015" total displacement . Hold 3 minutes at any major resonance, or if none, at 50 Hz . Total time, 54 minutes.



Shock Operating and Non-Operating



30 g's, 1/2 sine, 11 ms duration, 2 shocks in each direction along 3 major axes, for a total of 12 shocks .



Table 2-3 PHYSICAL Characteristic



Information



Overall Dimensions (measured at maximum points) Height



5.0 inches 12 .7 cm



Width



2.6 inches 6.6 cm



Length



11 .75 inches 29 .7 cm



Net Weight (Instrument only)



1 Ib 13 oz 821 grams



Specification and Performance Check-PS 503A



PERFORMANCE CHECK Introduction



are instrument performance requirements only if stated as such in the Specification portion of this section .



This procedure checks the electrical characteristics of the PS 503A that appear in the Specification portion of this section . Limits and tolerances given in the Supplemental Information column are provided for user and service information only, and should not be interpreted as requirements for this Performance Check.



Test Equipment Required



The electrical characteristics are valid only if the instrument has been calibrated atan ambient temperature between +20° C and +30° C, and is operated at an ambient temperature between 0°C and +50°C unless otherwise noted.



The following test equipment, orequivalent, is required to perform the performance check and adjustment procedure. Test equipment characteristics listed are the minimum required to verify the performance of the equipment under test . Substitute equipment must meet or exceed the stated requirements . All test equipment is assumed to be operating within tolerance.



Limits and tolerances given in this Performance Check are for the instrument under test and do not include test equipment error. Limits and tolerances in this procedure



Special test devices are used where necessary to facilitate the procedure. Most of these are available from Tektronix, Inc. and can be ordered through your local Tektronix Field Office or representative .



Table 2-4 LIST OF TEST Ef~UIPMENT REQUIREMENTS Performance Requirements



Description Oscilloscope



Digital voltmeter



Application



Bandwidth, do to 2 MHz; minimum deflection factor, 1 mV/div ; sweep rate, 10 ms/div to 1 ~s/div. ~



Range, zero to 1000 volts; acc!.!racy, within 0.1%.



~



Example



Used throughout procedure to provide display.



Tektronix 5110, 5B10N Oscilloscope System .



VoItagP measurements .



Tektronix DM 501 Digital Multimeter .'



Power Module



Four compartments or more, with one high-power compartment .



All tests.



Tektronix TM 504 or TM 506 .



Autotransformer with ac voltmeter



Capable of supplying an output voltage from 90 to 132 volts, ac ; 120 W of power at the upper limits .



Regulation and ripple checks .



General Radio W10MTR3W Variac Autotransformer.



Coaxial cable



Impedance, 50 f2 ; length, 42 inches ; connectors, bnc.



Provides signal interconnection .



Tektronix Part No . 012-0057-01 .



Patch cord (2 required)



Banana-plug-jack to bananaplug-jack; length, 18 inches .



Provides signal interconnection .



Tektronix Part No . 012-0031-00 (black), 012-0039-00 ( red ) .



I



)



Specification and Performance Check-PS 503A Table 2-4 (cont) Description Adapter



Performance Requirements



I I



I I



Bnc female to dual-banana plugs.



Application Provides signal interconnection .



I I



Example Tektronix Part No . 103-0090-00.



Load resistor



20 f2, 20 W, 5%, (two 10 n, 10 W in series) .



Load resistor



5 f2, 5 W, 5% .



Load tests.



Tektronix Part No . 308-0179-00.



Resistor (2 required)



4.99 kf2, 1/2 W, 1% or better.



Dual tracking detector test .



Tektronix Part No . 323-0260-00.



1 X passive probe



Compatible with 5A-series amplifiers used in osci Iloscope.



Provides signal inter connection .



Tektronix P6028 Probe.



I



Load tests.



I



Tektronix Part No. 308-0246-00.



'Requires TM 500-Series Power Module .



Preliminary Procedure 1 . Ensure that all test equipment and the PS 503A under test are suitably adapted to the line voltage to be applied . Refer to the installation section of the power module manual .



2. ..Be . certain that the POWER switch on the ptw!er module is off and that the OUTPUT pushbutton on the PS 503A is in the out position . 3. Install the PS 503A in the far right (high power) compartment of the power module . 4. Connect the power module to the autotransformer and connect the autotransformer to the line voltage source . Set the autotransformer voltage output control for zero volt output . 5. Set all front-panel controls on the PS 503A fully counterclockwise (ccw) . Apply power to the power module and press in the OUTPUT pushbutton on the PS 503A . Push the PS 503A VOLTS DUAL TRACKING control in .



6. Adjust the autotransformer to the nominal line voltage and check that the two VOLTS indicator lights on the PS 503A are on . 7 . Set the vertical deflection factor for 1 mV/div and sweep rate for 5 ms/div on the test oscilloscope . Use ac coupliny ioi fhe vertical amplifier unit during this ~ procedure: 8. Connect all test equipment to a suitable line voltage source . 9. Turn on all test equipment and allow at least twenty minutes for the equipment to warm-up and stabilize. NOTE During warm-up time, attach banana pins to the leads of the 20 f2 and 5 f2 load resistors so that they can be inserted in the holes of the dual-banana adapter. This allows the load resistors to be connected as close as possible to the output terminals on the PS 503A so contact resistance is kept to a minimum.
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Specification and Performance Check-PS 503A Performance Check Procedure 1. Check 0-20 Volt Output Voltage



b. Disconnect the red patch cord from the digital voltmeter high input terminal and set the digital voltmeter to the 2000 mA do range. Reconnect the red patch cord to the digital voltmeter high input terminal .



a. Check that ali controls on the PS 503A front panel are fully ccw and that the 400 mA MAX indicator light is off (this light should remain off as long as the PS 503A is installed in the high-power compartment of the power module) . Also check that both CURRENT LIMIT indicator lights are off. (For instruments SN 8022064-below, these lights may be on ; if so, adjust the appropriate CURRENT LIMIT control cw just enough to turn them off) .



c. Check-for a current reading of less than 100 mA for the +20 V supply . The PS 503A + CURRENT LIMIT light should be on .



b. Set the digital voltmeter to the 2 volts do range. Use patch cords to connect the +20 V floating output terminals of the PS 503A to the digital voltmeter input terminals ; connect the red patch cord from the 0-20V red binding post to the digital voltmeter high input terminal, and the black patch cord from the COMMON (black) binding post to the digital voltmeter low input terminal .



e. Check-for a current reading of less than 100 mA for the -20 V supply . The PS 503A - CURRENT LIMIT light should be on .



c. Check that the PS 503A + VOLTS controls are fully ccw and check for a meter reading of .0000, within f100 mV . d. Set the digital voltmeter to the 200 volts do range and set the PS 503A + VOLTS controls fully cw . e. Check-for a meter reading of at least +20.1 volts, but less than +20 .4,volts . f. Adjust the PS 503A + VOLTS controls fully ccw and move the red patch cord from the 0-20V red binding post to the 0-20V green binding post on the PS 503A . g . Repeat parts 1c through 1e, using the PS 503A - VOLTS controls to check the -20 V supply . h. Set the PS 503A - VOLTS controls fully ccw and move the red patch cord back to the 0-20V red binding post on the PS 503A . Check to be certain that ali PS 503A front-panel controls are fully ccw.



2. Check Variable Current Limiting . a. Adjust the PS 503A + VOLTS controls for +5 .0 V output . Move the red patch cord to the PS 503A 0-20V green binding post and adjust the PS 503A - VOLTS controls for -5 .0 V output . Move the red patch cord back to the PS 503A 0-20V red binding post .
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d. Move the red patch cord from the PS 503A 0-20V red binding post to the PS 503A 0-20V green binding post .



f. Rotate the PS 503A- CURRENT LIMITcontrolfully cw. g . Check-for a current reading of more than 1000 mA, but less than 1500 mA for the -20 V supply . h. Reconnect the red patch cord to the PS 503A 0-20V red binding post and rotate the PS 503A + CURRENT LIMIT control fully cw . i. Check-for a current reading of more than 1000 mA, but less than 1500 mA for the +20 V supply . j. Set all controls on the PS 503A front panel fully ccw and retain the digital voltmeter connections to the PS 503A .



3. Check Load Regulation a. Disconnect the red patch cord from the digital voltmeter input terminal and set the digital voltmeter to the 20 volts do range. Reconnect the red patch cord to the digital voltmeter high input terminal ; the meter reading should indicate approximately zero volts. Both CURRENT LIMIT lights on the PS 503A front panel should be off and remain off during the load regulation check . b. Rotate the CURRENT LIMIT control on the PS 503A fully cw .



,



I Specification and Performance Check-PS 503A



I



c. Adjust the PS 503A + VOLTS fine and coarse controlsforameterreading between +19 .900 and+19 .980 volts . Note and record the exact open-circuit voltage reading before applying the adapter (with load resistor attached) in part d of this step . d. Insert the leads of the 20 f2, 5% resistor into the holes of a dual-banana plug adapter and connect the adapter to the patch cord jacks, which remain connected to the PS 503A 0-20V red and the COMMON binding post terminals . Observe correct polarity for the adapter (GND to COMMON). e. CHECK-that the meter reading does not change more than 3 mV (three counts of the most right-hand digit) . NOTE If the reading on the digital voltmeter changes by more than 3 mV, another20 f2, load resistorhaving a resistance value closer to 20 f2 should be used, or the voltage output from the PS 503A can be reduced to +19.000 (step 3c). f. Remove the adapter (with load resistor) from the PS 503A patch cord jacks. Move the red patch cord to the 0-20V green binding post terminal . g. Adjust the PS 503A - VOLTS fine and coarse controls for a meter reading between -19.900 and -19.980 volts . Note and record the exact open-circuit voltage reading before applying the adapter (with load resistor attached) in part h of this step .



h. Insert the leads of the 20 f2, 5% resistor into the holesofadual-banana adapter and connect theadapterto the patch cord jacks, which remain connected to the PS 503A 0-20V green and the COMMON binding post terminals. Observe correct polarity for the adapter (GND to COMMON). i. Check-that the meter reading does not change more than 3 mV (three counts of the most right-hand digit) . 4. Check Line Regulation a. Note the exact voltage reading displayed on the digital voltmeter with the adapter and load resistor still attached to the PS 503A 0-20V green and COMMON binding post terminals (-19 .900 to -19 .980 volts) .



b. Adjust the autotransformer 10% below and 10% above the nominal line voltage setting. c . Check-that the voltage reading displayed on the digital voltmeter does not change more than t5 mV (5 counts) for each 10% line voltage change . Readjust the autotransformer to the nominal line voltage. d . Remove the adapter (with load resistor) from the patch cord jacks. Move the red patch cord to the 0-20V red binding post terminal . Reconnect the adapter (with load resistor) to the patch cord jacks. Observe correct polarity for the adapter (GND to COMMON) . e. Note the exact voltage reading displayed on the digital voltmeter with the adapter and load resistor still attached to the 0-20V red and COMMON binding post terminals (+19 .900 to +19.980 volts) . f. Adjust the autotransformer 10% below and 10% above the nominal line voltage setting . g . Check-that the voltage reading displayed on the digital voltmeter does not change more than t5 mV (5 counts) for each 10% line voltage change . Readjust the autotransformer to the nominal line voltage.



5. Check Ripple and Noise a. Disconnect the patch cords from the PS 503A 0-20V red and COMMON binding post terminals and reconnect the dual-banana adapter (with load resistor) directly to the 0-20V red and COMMON binding post terminals; observe correct polarity of the adapter (,~aND to < ,~,~~. .. . COMMON): b. Connect the output of the adapter to the vertical input of the oscilloscope, using a 42-inch bnc cable. Set the oscilloscope vertical deflection factor for 1 mV/div (calibrated) . c. Slowly adjust the autotransformer output voltage 10% below and then 10% above the nominal line voltage. d. Check-the signal display on the oscilloscope for less than 3 mV peak-to-peak (within three vertical divisions) at all points of the specified voltage limits . e. Readjust the autotransformer to the nominal line voltage.



Specification and Performance Check-PS 503A f. Connect the adapter (with load resistor attached) to the PS 503A 0-20V green and COMMON binding post terminals; observe correct polarity of the adapter (GND to COMMON).



j. Set the PS 503A VOLTS DUAL TRACKING control fully ccw and push the control knob in . Disconnect both patch cords and the two resistors from the binding post terminals.



g. Repeat steps 5c through 5e to check the ripple and noise of the PS 503A -20 V supply .



7. Check +5 Volt Output Voltage



h . Readjust the autotransformer to the nominal line voltage and disconnect all connections from the PS 503A . 6. Check Dual Tracking Mode Offset Error a . Pull out the PS 503A VOLTS DUAL TRACKING control and set it fully ccw to ensure minimum output voltage while connecting the resistors . b . Connect the two 4.99 kS2, 1% resistors in series between the PS 503A 0-20V green and 0-20V red binding post terminals. Do not connect the junction of the two resistors to the COMMON terminal or the chassis. c. Connect the black patch cord from the digital voltmeter low terminal to the PS 503A COMMON binding post, and the red patch cord from the digital voltmeter high terminal to the PS 503A 0-20V red binding post .



d. Set the PS 503A VOLTS DUAL TRACKING control fully cw and adjust the PS 503A + VOLTS controls for a meter reading of +18 V, t0 .1 volt . e. Connect the red patch cord to the 0-20V green binding post and adjust the PS 503A-VOLTS controls far a meter reading of -18 V; f0.1 volt . f. Disconnect the red patch cord from the0-20V green binding post and connect it to the junction of the two 4.99 kf2, 1% resistors. Check that the digital voltmeter indicates a do voltage less than 1 V.



a. Connect the digital voltmeter~between the +5V@1 A ground referenced red binding post and the ground white binding post . b . Push in the OUTPUT button and check that the two VOLTS indicator lights are on . c. Check-for a meter reading of +4 .75 to +5 .25 volts. d . Connect a 5 i2, resistor between the +5V@1A ground referenced red binding post and the ground (white) binding post . e. Check-that the meter reading does not change by more than 100 mV .



8. Check +5 Volt Output Voltage Regulation a. Adjust the autotransformer output voltage from the low limit to the high limit as indicated in Table 2-5. b. Check-that the digital voltmeter reading does not change more than 50 mV for a plus 10% or minus 10% line voltage change. c. Disconnect the digital voltmeter. d. Connect the probe of the test oscilloscope between the+5V binding post and the ground (white) binding post. e. Adjust the autotransformer output voltage from the low limit to the high limit as indicated in Table 2-5.



g. Set the digital voltmeter to the 2-volts do range and adjust either the + VOLTS or - VOLTS controls on the PS 503A to obtain a meter reading of 0 V do (f100 mV).



f. Check-the test oscilloscope display for not more than 5 mV peak-to-peak ripple and noise.



h. Adjust the PS 503A VOLTS DUAL TRACKING control slowly from cw to ccw .



g. Return the autotransformer to the nominal tine voltage setting .



i. Check-that the meter reading remains within ±25 mV of zero volts.



h . Disconnect the test oscilloscope probe from the binding posts.
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Specification and Performance Check-PS 503A i. Press and release the PS 503A OUTPUT button to turn off the power to the PS 503A .



f. Set the PS 503A + and - CURRENT LIMIT controls fully cw .



Table 2-5



g. Check-that the digital voltmeter indicates a current reading of more than 400 mA, but less than 600 mA . The + CURRENT LIMIT light should be on .



POWER MODULE UNIVERSAL TRANSFORMER Line Selector Block Position



Regulating Ranges 110-Volts Nominal



~ 220-Volts Nominal



L 90 VAC to 110 VAC 180 VAC to 220 VAC M 99 VAC to 121 VAC ~ 198 VAC to 242 VAC H 108 VAC to 132 VAC ~ 216 VAC to 264 VAC Line Fuse Data 1 .6 A slow-blow 0.8 A slow-blow 9. Check Variable Current Limiting a. Turn the power off to the TM 500 Series Power Module and remove the PS 503A from the high-power compartment and install the PS 503A in the low-power compartment. b. Turn on the power to the power module and press the PS 503A OUTPUT button in . Set all front panel controls fully ccw and allow approximately three minutes for the equipment to stabilize. c. Check-that the 400 mA MAX indicator light is on . d. Adjust the PS 503A + VOLTS and - VOLTS coarse controls to the 4 V position (leave the fine controls fully ccw) . e. Set the digital voltmeterto the 2000 mA position and connect the black patch cord from the digital voltmeter low terminal to the PS 503A COMMON binding post and the red patch cord from the digital voltmeter high terminal to the PS 503A 0-20V red binding post .



h. Move the red patch cord from the 0-20V red binding post to the 0-20V green binding post . i. Check-that the digital voltmeter display indicates a current reading of more than 400 mA, but less than 600 mA . The - CURRENT LIMIT light should be on . j. Set the PS 503A - CURRENT LIMIT control fully ccw. k . Check-that the digitalvoltmeterindicatesacurrent reading of less than 100 mA . The -CURRENT LIMIT light should remain on . I . Move the red patch cord from the 0-20V green binding post to the 0-20V red binding post and set the PS 503A + CURRENT LIMIT control fully ccw. m. Check-that the digital voltmeter indicates a current reading of less than 100 mA . The + CURRENT LIMIT light should be on .



n . Turn off all power to the power module . Push and release the PS 503A OUTPUT button and set all other front-panel controls fuljyccw . ...



o. This completes the Performance Check Procedure for the PS 503A .



Section 3-PS 503A



ADJUSTMENT Introduction



d. Install all TM 500-series equipment, including the PS 503A into the power module .



This adjustment procedure is to be used to restore the PS 503A to original performance specifications . Adjustment need not be performed unless the instrument fails to meet the requirements listed in the Specification section, or the Performance Check cannot be completed satisfactori ly .



e. Connect all test equipment to a suitable line voltage source . f. Turn on all test equipment and allow at least twenty minutes for the equipment to warm-up and stabilize.



Services Available Tektronix, Inc. provides complete instrument repair and adjustment at local Field Service Centers and at the Factory Service Center. Contact your local Tektronix Field Office or representative for further information.



g . Set the autotransformer to the nominal line voltage setting. Initial Control Settings Set the following controls during warm-up time :



Test Equipment Required The test equipment listed in Table 2-4 or equivalent, is required for adjustment of the PS 503A . Specifications given for the test equipment are the minimum necessary for accurate adjustment and measurement. All test equipment is assumed to be correctly calibrated and operating within specification.



PS 503A Duai Power Supply - VOLTS (coarse and fine) + VOLTS (coarse and fine) CURRENT LIMIT Plus supply Minus supply VOLTS DUAL TRACKING



If other test equipment is substituted, control settings or calibration setup may need to be altered to meet the requirements of the equipment used .



fully ccw fully cww fully ccw fully ccw pushed in and fully ccw



Preparation



R45 +20V Adj



a Remove the left-hand and right-hand side covers of the PS 503A to gain access to the component side of the circuit boards . Pull the rear end of the side cover outward from the side of the instrument (the cover snaps into place) .



b. Install the PS 503A into the far right (high power) power module compartment, or if appropriate, connect the PS 503A to the power module by means of the flexible plug - m extender If a flexible extender is used current limiting switch S95 must .be engaged in the maximum current (HI) position . See Fig . 3-1 for switch location . c . Set the power module for the line voltage to be applied (see power module manual) and connect it to the 1 autotransformer, then connect the autotransformer to the line voltage source . Be sure that the power switch is off.
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Fig. 3-1 . Location of +20 V and -20 V adjustment.



Adjustment-PS 503A 1 . Adjust 20 Volt Output Voltages a. Check-that all controls on the PS 503A front panel are fully ccw and the 400 mA MAX indicator light is off (this light should remain off as long as the PS 503A is installed in the high-power compartment of the power module). Also check that both CURRENT LIMIT indicator lights are off. (For instruments SN 8022064-below, these lights may be on ; if so, rotate the appropriate CURRENT LIMIT control cw just enough to turn them off) . b . Set the digital voltmeter to the 2 volts do range and check for a meter reading of zero volts, ±100 mV . c . Set the digital voltmeter to the 200 volts do range. Use patch cords to connect the plus 20 V floating output terminals of the PS 503A to the digital voltmeter input terminals; red patch cord from the 0-20V red binding post to the digital voltmeter high input terminal, and the black patch cord from the COMMON (black) binding post to the digital voltmeter low input terminal . d. Turn the PS 503A+ VOLTS fine and coarse controls fully cw .
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e. Adjust-R45, +20 Adj, for a meter reading of +20.2 volts, t0 .1 volt . See Fig . 3-1 for adjustment location . f. Adjust the PS 503A + VOLTS fine and coarse controls fully ccw and move the red patch cord from the 0-20V red binding post to the 0-20V green binding post . g. Turn the PS 503A- VOLTS fine and coarse controls fully cw .



h. Adjust-R145, -20 Adj, for a meter reading of-20.2 volts, f0 .1 volt . See Fig . 3-1 for adjustment location .



i. Adjust the PS 503A - VOLTS fine and coarse controls fully ccw. j . This completes the adjustment portion of this procedure. However, to verify satisfactory performance after adjustment, perform the complete Performance Check procedure as specified in Section 2 of this manual .



REV. A, AUG . 1977



Section 4-P~ 303A



MAINTENANCE AND INTERFACING INFORMATION PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE There are no special preventive maintenance procedures that apply to the PS 503A . Refer to the power module instruction manual for general preventive maintenance procedures and instructions .



CORRECTIVE MAINTENANCE Refer to the power module instruction manual for general corrective maintenance procedures and instructions.



TROUBLESHOOTING Use the Performance Check, Adjustment Procedure, and Circuit Description as aids to locate trouble in the event of equipmentfailure . The test equipmentlisted in the Performance Check and Adjustment Procedures will prove useful in troubleshooting the PS 503A .



FUNCTIONS AVAILABLE AT REAR CONNECTOR Pins 'are available at the rear connector for routing signals to and from the PS 503A for specialized applications (see Fig. 4-1, Input-Output Assignments for Plug-In Rear Interface Connector) . One or more compartments of a multi-plug-in power module can be wired with barriers installed to provide specific functions between compartments . See power module instruction manual for additional information .



FUNCTION PROGRAMMING OF REAR INTERFACE CONNECTOR Remote Resistance Program Remove the jumpers from f= - F (+Volts supply) and H H (-Volts supply) . Install jumpers between E - E (+Volts supply) and G - G (-Volts supply).



Connect a 10 .0 kit, 1% resistor between pins 28A and 28B (+Volts supply) and pins 27A and 27B on the interface connector. install the PS 503A into a TM 500 Series Power Module . Connect a digital voltmeter between the +20-volt and common output terminals and between the -20-volt and common output terminals. Adjust R45, +Adj and R145, -Adj to obtain a 20 V reading for each supply orthe supply being programmed. Turn off the PS 503A and remove the to.o kit, t~ resistor .



NOTE Do not turn on the PS 503A without a program resistor connected between pins 28A and 288 (+Volts supply) and pins 27A and 27B (-Volts supply) on the interface connector or the overvoltage protection circuitwill cause the /use to blow. The PS 503A has now been programmed at 500 f2/volt up to 20 V, i.e., a 1 kfl change in the program resistor results in a 2 V change in the PS 503A output . A capacitor connected across the points marked Cs+ or Ce- may be needed to stop oscillations caused by the lead length associated with the program resistor.



Remote Voltage Program Dual Tracking . Remove the jumper from A - A, then connect a jumper between B - B. Connectthe+Ieadoftheremotevoltagetopin20Aand the - lead to pin 24A and 24B on the interface connector. Install the PS 503A into a TM 500 Series Power Module . Connect a digital voltmeter between the +20 V and common output terminals and between the -20 V and common output terminals . Apply 9 V from the remote voltage source to the PS 503A. Adjust R45, +Adj and R145, -Adj to obtain a 20 V reading for each supply .
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Fig. 41 . Input-Output pin assignments for Rear-Interface connector (Rear View).
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Fig. 4-1 (cont) . Input-Output pin assignments for Rear-Interface connector (Rear View).
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Maintenace and Interfacing Information-PS 503A The PS 503A has now been programmed so that a 9 V remote input voltage results in a 20 V output . By removing C34 and applying a waveform that varies between 0 and +9 V, both + and - supply outputs will follow the input remote voltage source . The slew rate and accuracy when operated this way is dependent on the load and the change in the output voltage. Individual Supplies. Remove the jumper from D - D (+Volts supply) and K- K (-Volts supply) . Install jumpers between C - C (+Volts supply) and J - J (-Volts supply). Connect the + lead of the remote voltage to pin 24A or 24B (+Volts supply) or pin 25A (-Volts supply) and the lead to pin 25B (+Volts supply) or pin 24A or 24B (-Volts supply) on the interface connector. Install the PS 503A into a TM 500 Series Power Module. Connect a digital voltmeter between the +20 V and common output terminals and between the -20 V and common output terminals. Apply 9 V from the remote voltage source to the PS 503A . Adjust R45, +Adj and R145-Adj to obtain a 20 V reading for each supply or the supply being programmed . The PS 503A individual supplies have now been programmed so that a 9 V remote input voltage results in a 20 V output . One or both supplies may now be independently swept from 0 to 20 V. The slew rate depends on the load and the change in output voltage.



Remote Output (Remote Sensing) +Volts Supply . Remove the + sense wire (blk-red wire) from the post of the red-connector and the + sense common wire (wht-red) from the upper front portion of the circuit board. Insulate the bare end of the wire . Connect the remote load between pin 21A (+Volts supply common) and pin 22A (+Volts supply output) on the interface connector. Connect interfacb connector pins 24A and 24B to pin 21A (+Volts supply common) at the remote load connection .



-Volts Supply. Remove the-sense wire (blk-vio wire) from the post of the green connector and the - sense common wire (wht-red) from the lower front portion of the circuit board. Insulate the bare ends of the wires . Connect the remote load between pin 21B (-Volts supply common) and pin 22B (-Volts supply output) on the interface connector. Connect interface connector pins 24A and 24B to pin 21 B (-Volts supply common) at the remote load connection . Connect interface connector pin 23B (-Volts supply input) to pin 22B (-Volts supply output) at the remote load connection .



Install a 50 ~F, 25 V do (minimum rating) capacitor across the remote load . To stop oscillations caused by lead length an additional capacitor may be needed across the point marked CF-. Combined Supplies . Remove the + sense wire (blk-red wire) from the post of the red-connector and the -sense wire (blk-vio wire) from the post of the green connector. Remove from the charcoal gray connector two of the wires. Insulate the bare ends of the wires. Connect the remote load between pin 22A (+Volts supply output) or pin 22B (-Volts supply output) on the interface connector. Canr,ect interface connector Rins 24A anu 24B to both ;;ir ; 2IA (+Volts supply common) and pin 21B (-Volts supply common) at the remote load connection . Connect interface connector pin 23A (+Volts supply sense input) to pin 22A (+Volts supply sense output) and pin 23B (-Volts supply input) to pin 22B (-Volts supply output) at the remote load connections.



Connect interface connector pin 23A (+Volts supply sense input) to pin 22A (+Volts supply sense output) at the remote load connection .



Install a 50 NF, 25 V do (minimum rating) capacitor across the remote load . To stop oscillations caused by lead length an additional capacitor may be needed across the points marked CF+ and CF-.



Install a 50 ~F, 25 V do (minimum rating) capacitor across the remote load . To stop oscillations caused by lead length an additional capacitor may be needed across the point marked CF+.



Dual Operation of+Volts and-VoItsSupplies. Remove the + sense wire (blk-red wire) from the post of the redconnector and the - sense wire (blk-vio wire) from the post of the green connector. Remove from the charcoal



Malntenace and Interfacing Information-PS 503A gray connector two of the wires . Insulate the bare ends of the wires.



Connect the remote load between pin 21A (+Volts supply common) and pin 22A (+Volts supply output) and between pin 21B (-Volts supply common) and pin 22B (-Volts supply output) on the interface connector. Connect interface connector pins 24A and 24B to both pin 21A (+Volts supply common) and pin 218 (-Volts supply common) at the remote load connection . Connect interface connector pin 23A (+Volts supply sense input) to pin 22A (+Volts supply sense output) and pin 23B (-Volts supply input) to pin 22B (-Volts supply output) at the remote load connection . Install a 50 pF, 25 V do (minimum rating) capacitor across the remote load . To stop oscillations caused by lead length an additional capacitor may be needed across the points marked CF+ and CF - .



REPACKAGING FOR SHIPMENT If the Tektronix instrument is to be shipped to a Tektronix Service Center for service or repair, attach a tag showing: owner (with address) and the name of an indivdual at your firm that can be contacted. Include complete instrument serial number and a description of the service required . Save and re-use the package in which your instrument was shipped . If the original packaging is unfit for use or not available, repackage the instrument as follows : Surround the instrument with polyethylene sheeting to protect the finish of the instrument . Obtain a carton of corrugated cardboard of the correct carton strength and having inside dimensions of no less than six inches more than the instrument dimensions . Cushion the instrument by tightly packing three inches of dunnage or urethane foam between carton and instrument, on all sides. Seal carton with shipping tape or industrial stapler. . The carton test strength for your instrument is 200 pounds .



Section 5-PS 503A



CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION Introduction This section of the manual contains a description of the circuitry used in the PS 503A Dual Power Supply . Individual descriptions are separated into the following parts: Dual Tracking, Reference Supply, Automatic Crossover, Constant Voltage/Current Limited Output, Load Regulation, Power Line Regulation, Power Supplies, Over-voltage Protection, and Output Current Selection . Refer to the appropriate diagrams in the Diagrams section of this manual while reading the circuit description . NO TE The negative and positive supplies operate identically. The two supplies are infernally connected with a common front-panel VOLTS DUAL TRACKING control for varying the output of both supplies at a constant ratio. Therefore, except for Dual Tracking operation, this discussion will cover only the positive supply .



voltage, while U55 controls output current. For any value of load resistance, the power supply acts either as a constant-voltage source or a current source-but never both . Automatic crossover is accomplished by combining the outputs from pin 6 of U45 and U55 in a negative-true, "OR" gate configuration (see Fig . 5-1 ). The amplifier with the lower output voltage at pin 6 causes its associated diode (CR45 or CR48) to conduct, which eventually reverse biases the other diode. A portion of the current available from R87 is then diverted away from the base of 085 and to the amplifier with the lower output . The remainder of the current drives the base of 085, which in turn controls the current through the series-pass transistor in the Power Module to the load .



Constant Voltage/Current Limited Output



When the VOLTS DUAL TRACKING knob is pulled out, S30 disconnects the input to the reference buffers (U35 and U135) from the fixed voltage at the collector of 030 and connects it to the potentiometer wiper arm of the VOLTS DUAL TRACKING control, R30.



Output current or voltage varies when an imbalance occurs between the comparison voltage at pin 2 and 3 of either U45 or U55. This imbalance is caused by a change in the load resistance or in the reference voltage selected by CURRENT LIMIT control R70 or by + VOLTS coarse control R50A . Fig.5-2 illustrates the outputcharacteristics of the power supply with various currents, voltage and loads.



Reference Supply



CURRENT LIMIT control R70 establishes the noninverting reference input to pin 3 of U55, the currentcontrolling amplifier.



Dual Tracking



The reference supply consists of temperaturecompensated, constant-current circuit Q30-025-VR24 . This circuit furnishes constant voltage to voltage-follower buffer U35 and to the current limiting circuitry. Voltagefollower buffer U35 supplies voltage to inverter-follower buffer U135 . The U135 buffer then supplies reference voltage to + voltage error amplifier U45. The constant current circuit supplies current to the current-limiting circuitry via 080. Automatic Crossover The positive supply employs two operational amplifiers ; U45 and U55. Amplifier U45 controls output



With no load connected to the output terminals, R -~, I ° 0 and E= Sv~, the front-panel voltage limit setting (see Fig. 5-2) . When a load is connected to the power supply output terminal, output current increases, which results in an increase in the voltage drop across current-sensing resistor R67. This drop providesthe inverting input to pin 2 ofU55.Ifthevoltageatpin2exceedsthereferencevoltage at pin 3, then the voltage at pin 6 drops to a level where CR48 turns on and CR45 is reverse biased ; thus, control crosses over to U55, the current controlling amplifier. U55 holds the voltage at pin 2 to that set at pin 3 by R70, the CURRENT LIMIT control (ScL). The supply is now in current-limit operation (see Fig . 5-2) .



Circuit Description-PS 503A VOL S D AL TRACKING
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Fig. 5-1. Slmplltied block diagram of PS 503A .
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LOAD CURRENT (ILI SVL = Front panel voltage limit setting SCL = Front panel current limit setting
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SVL = RC = cro~over value of load resistance SCL FIg. S-2. Operating charactertistlcs current, and loads.
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With no load connected to the output terminals, all of the output current flows through feedback divider R50AR50B-R42 (approximately 2 mA/V) and back to the minus side of C10. When a load is connected to the output terminals, output current must increase to maintain the output voltage. An increase in output current cannot occur unless the drive to the base of Q85 and the series-pass transistor (located in power module) is also increased. The increase in the voltage differential between pin 2 and 3 of U45 necessary to drive Q85 and the series-pass transistor (refer to the discussion of constant voltage/current limited operation) is obtained by applying the lowervoltage at the + output terminal to the inverting input (pin 2) of U45 causes a more positive output at pin 6of U45, reducing the conduction of CR45 . The current no longergoing through CR45 now goes to the base of Q85.



Power Line Regulation Q15 and associated components make-up a shut-down equalizer circuit. When the TM 500 Series Power Module



Circuit Description-PS 503A power switch is turned off, or power fails, the shut-down equalizer circuit will cause the supply (+or-) that has the `~ lightest load to reduce its output voltage to prevent spiking of the lightly loaded supply as the filter capacitor is discharged .



Power Supplies +27 V Integrated Circuit Pre-regulator. Zener diode VR20 and emitter follower Q20 form a voltage regulator to supply U35 and U135 . +5 V Ground-Referenced Supply. The power module supplies +11 .5 V through pins 2A and B and 3A and B on the plug-in rear connector to pins 1 and 3 of integrated circuit U1 . U1 provides a regulated +5 V output limited at 1 A from pins 2 and 3 to output connectors J1 and J2 on the front panel .



Over-voltage Protection When the voltage at the PS 503A front-panel + output terminal reaches about 26 volts, over-voltage protection silicon controlled rectifier (scr) Q65 turns on . Q65 turning on shorts the +33 volts supply to the COMMON terminal, causing the power supply to shut down . NOTE By changing Zener diode VR64, different overvoltage levels can be obtained. Output Current Selection If the PS 503A is operated in any compartment of a TM 500 Series Power Module except the high power compartment of the TM 504 and TM 506 Power Modules, S95 reduces the current limit to 400 mA and turns on 400 mA limit indicator LED.
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REPLACEABLE



ELECTRICAL PARTS PARTS ORDERING INFORMATION Replacement parts are available from orthrough your local Tektronix, Inc . Field Office or representative . Changes to Tektronix instruments are sometimes made to accommodate improved components as they become available, and to give you the benefit of the latest circuit improvements developed in our engineering department. It is therefore important, when ordering parts, to include the following information in your order : Part number, instrument type or number, serial number, and modification number if applicable . If a part you have ordered has been replaced with a new or improved part, your local Tektronix, Inc . Field Office or representative will contactyou concerning any change in part number. Change information, if any, is located at the rear of this manual .



SPECIAL NOTES AND SYMBOLS X000



Part first added at this serial number



OOX



Part removed after this serial number ITEM NAME



In the Parts List, an Item Name is separated from the description by a colon ( :) . Because of space limitations,, an Item Name may sometimes appear as incomplete . For further Item Name identification, the U .S . Federal Cataloging Handbook H6-1 can be utilized where possible .



ABBREVIATIONS AGTR ASSY CAP CER CKT COMP CONN ELCTLT ELEC INCAND LED NONWIR



ACTUATOR ASSEMBLY CAPACITOR CERAMIC CIRCUIT COMPOSITION CONNECTOR ELECTROLYTIC ELECTRICAL INCANDESCENT LIGHT EMITTING DIODE NON WIREWOUND



PLSTC QTZ RECP RES RF SEL SEMICOND SENS VAR . WW XFMR XTAL



PLASTIC QUARTZ RECEPTACLE RESISTOR RADIO FREQUENCY SELECTED SEMICONDUCTOR SENSITIVE VARIABLE WIREWOUND TRANSFORMER CRYSTAL



Replaceable Electrical Parts-PS 503A CROSS INDEX-MFR. CODE NUMBER TO MANUFACTURER Mfr. Code 01121 02735 03508 04713 07910 12697 27014 28480 56289 58474 71400 71744 72982 73138 80009 81483 91637



i6- 2



Manufacturer ALLEN-BRADLEY COMPANY RICA CORPORATION, SOLID STATE DIVISION GENERAL ELECTRIC COD7PANY, SEMI-CONDUCTOR PRODUCTS DEPARTMENT MOTOROLA, INC., SEMICONDUCTOR PROD . DIV . TELEDYNE SEMICONDUCTOR CLAROSTAT MFG. CO ., INC . NATIONAL SEMICONDUCTOR CORP . HEWLETT-PACKARD CO ., CORPORATE HQ . SPRAGUE ELECTRIC CO . SUPERIOR ELECTRIC CO ., THE BUSSMAN MFG., DIVISION OF MCGRAWEDISON CO . CHICAGO MINIATURE LAMP FTORKS ERIE TECHNOLOGICAL PRODUCTS, INC. BECKMAN INSTRUMENTS, INC., HELIPOT DIV. TEKTRONIX, INC . INTERNATIONAL RECTIFIER CORP . DALE ELECTRONICS, INC .



City, State, Zip



Address 1201 2ND STREET SOUTH ROUTE 202



MILWAUKEE, WI 53204 SOMERVZLLE, NY 08876



ELECTRONICS PARK 5005 E MCDOWELL RD,PO BOX 20923 12515 CHADRON AVE . LOWER WASHINGTON STREET 2900 SEMICONDUCTOR DR. 1501 PAGE MILL RD . 383 MIDDLE ST .



SYRACUSE, NY 13201 PHOENIX, AZ 85036 HAWTHORNE, CA 90250 DOVER, NH 03820 SANTA CLARA, CA 95051 PAIR ALTO, CA 94304 NORTH ADAMS, MA 01247 BRISTOL, CT 06010



2536 W . UNIVERSITY ST . 4433 RAVENSWOOD AVE . 644 W. 12TH ST . 2500 HARBOR BLVD . P O BOX 500 9220 SUNSET BLVD . P . O. BOX 609



ST . IAUIS, MO 63107 CHICAGO, IL 60640 ERIE, PA 16512 FULLERTON, CA 92634 BEAVERTON, OR 97077 LOS ANGELES, CA 90069 COLUMBUS, NE 68601



_
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Replaceable Electrical Parts-PS 503A



Ckt No .



Tektronix Part No .



Serial/Model No . Eff Dscont



Mfr Code



Mfr Part Number



CKT BOARD ASSY :MAIN CKT BOARD ASSY :MAIN



80009 80009



670-3291-00 670-3291-01



Name & Description



Al A1



670-3291-00 670-3291-01



C2 C3 C10 C19 C20



283-0081-00 290-0525-00 290-0320-00 283-0003-00 290-0525-00



CAP FXD,CER DI :O .lUF,+80-208,25V CAP.,FXD,ELCTLT :4 .7UF,20i,50V CAP .,FXD,ELCTLT :4500UF,40V CAP .,FXD,CER DI :O .OlUF,+80-208,150V CAP .,FXD,EI~CTLT :4 .7UF,20~,SOV



56289 56289 56289 72982 56289



36C600 196D475X0050KA1 D45528-DFP 855-SSSZSU-1032 196D475XOOSOKAI



C34 C38 C60 C64 C85



290-0525-00 290-0525-00 290-0117-00 290-0525-00 283-0003-00



CAP .,FXD,ELCTLT :4 .7UF,208,50V CAP .,FXD,ELCTLT :4 .7UF,20~,50V CAP .,FXD,ELCTLT :SOUF,+75-109,50V CAP.,FXD,ELCTLT :4 .7UF,20i,50V CAP.,FXD,CER DI :O .OlUF,+80-208,150V



56289 56289 56289 56289 72982



196D475X0050KA1 196D475XOO50KA1 30D506GOSODD9 196D475X0050KA1 855-558ZSU-1032



C110 C119 C120 C138 C160



290-0320-00 283-0003-00 290-0525-00 290-0525-00 290-0117-00



CAP.,FXD,ELCTLT :4500UF,40V CAP.,FXD,CER DI :O .OlUF,+80-20~,150V CAP.,FXD,ELCTLT :4 .7UF,208,50V CAP.,FXD,ELCTLT :4 .7UF,20$,SOV CAP.,FXD,ELGTLT :SOUF,+75-10~,50V



56289 72982 56289 56289 56289



D45528-DFP 855-55825U-1032 196D475XOOSOKAI 196D475XOO50XA1 30D506G050DD9



C167



290-0525-00



CAP.,FXD,ELCTLT :4 .7UF,208,50V



56289



196D475X0050KA1



CR10 CR24 CR35 CR45 CR46



152-0462-00 152-0141-02 152-0141-02 152-0141-02 152-0141-02



SEMICOND SEMICOND SEMICOND SEMICOND SEMICOND



DEVICE DEVICE DEVICE DEVICE DEVICE



:SILICON,200V,2 .5A :SILICON,30V,150MA :SILICON,30V,150MA :SILICON,30V,150MA :SILICON,30V,150MA



04713 07910 07910 07910 07910



SDA10228 1N4152 1N4152 1N4152 1N4152



CR48 CR55 CR60 CR66 CR78



152-0141-02 152-0141-02 152-0040-00 152-0040-00 152-0141-02



SEMICOND SEMICOND SEMICOND SEMICOND SEMICOND



DEVICE :SILICON,30V,150MA DEVICE :SILICON,30V,150MA DEVICE :SILICON,600V,1A DEVICE :SILICON,600V,1A DEVICE :SILICON,30V,150MA



07910 07910 80009 80009 07910



1N4152 1N4152 152-0040-00 152-0040-00 1N4152



CR110 CR135 CR145 CR146 CR148



152-0462-00 152-0141-02 152-0141-02 152-0141-02 152-0141-02



SEMICOND SEMICOND SEMICOND SEMICOND SEMICOND



DEVICE DEVICE DEVICE DEVICE DEVICE



:SILICON,200V,2 .5A :SILICON,30V,150MA :SILICON,30V,150MA :SILICON,30V,150MA :SILICON,30V,150MA



04713 07910 07910 07910 07910



SDA10228 1N4152 1N4152 1N4152 1N4152



CR155 CR160 CR167 02185



152-0141-02 152-0040-00 152-0040-00 152-0141-07



SEMICOND SEMICOND SEFSICOND SEMICOND



DEVICE DEVICE DEVICE DEVICE



:SILICON,30V,150MA :SILICON,600V,1A :SILICON,600V,1A :SILICON,30V,150MA



07910 80009 80009 07910



1N4152 152-0040-00 152-0040-00 1N4152



DS48 DS50 DS95 DS148 DS150



150-1001-00 150-0109-00 150-1001-00 150-1001-00 150-0109-00



LAMP,LED :RED,2V,l00MA I~MP,INCAND :18V,26MA LAMP,LED :RED,2V,l00MA LAMP,LED :RED,2V,l00MA LAMP,INCAND :18V,26MA



28480 71744 28480 28480 71744



5082-4403 CM7220 5082-4403 5082-4403 CM7220



F10 F110



159-0016-00 159-0016-00



FUSE,CARTRIDGE :3AG,1 .5A,250V,FAST-SLOW FUSE,CARTRIDGE :3AG,1 .5A,250V,FAST-HLOW



71400 71400



AGC 1 1/2 AGC 1 1/2



J1 J2 J3 J60 J160



129-0064-01 129-0064-02 129-0064-00 129-0064-01 129-0064-03



POST,BDG,ELEC :RED,S-WAY MINIATURE POST,HDG,ELEC :WHITE,S-WAY,MINIATURE POST,BDG,ELEC :CHARCOAL,S-WAY MINIATURE POST,BDG,ELEC :RED,5-WAY MINIATURE POST,BDG,ELEC :GREEN,5-WAY MINIATURE



58474 58474 58474 58474 58474



B810167G2BX DF2IWTC BINP BB10167G13T BB10167G2BX DF2IGNC



Q15 Q20 Q25



151-0302-00 151-0136-00 151-0347-00



TRANSZSTOR :SILICON,NPN TRANSISTOR :SILICON,NPN TRANSISTOR :SILICON,NPN



04713 02735 80009



2N2222A 35495 151-0347-00
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BO10100 H022065



XB022065



X8022065



B022064
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Replaceable Electrical Parts-PS 503A



Ckt No .



Tektronix Part No .



Serial/Model No . Eff Dscont



Name & Description



Mfr Code



Mfr Part Number



Q30 Q65 Q80 Qg5



151-0342-00 151-0506-00 151-0350-00 151-0365-00



TRANSISTOR :SILICON,PNP TRANSISTOR :SILICON,SCR TRANSISTOR :SILICON,PNP TRANSISTOR :SILICON,NPN



80009 03508 80009 03508



151-0342-00 C106B2 151-0350-00 D42C8



Q115 Q120 Q165 Q170 Q185



151-0301-00 151-0208-00 151-0342-00 151-0506-00 151-0350-00



TRANSISTOR :SILICON,PNP TRANSISTOR :SILICON,PNP TRANSISTOR :SILICON,PNP TRANSISTOR :SILICON,SCR TRANSISTOR :SILICON,PNP



04713 80009 80009 03508 80009



2N2907A 151-0208-00 151-0342-00 C106B2 151-0350-00



Q190 Q195



151-0347-00 151-0364-00



TRANSISTOR :SILICON,NPN TRANSISTOR :SILICON,PNP



80009 80009



151-0347-00 151-0364-00



R3 R14 R15 R17 R20



301-0241-00 321-0303-00 321-0297-00 305-0751-00 315-0102-00



RES .,FXD,CMPSN :240 OHM,S$,O .50W RES .,FXD,FILM :I4K OHM,1$,0 .125W RES .,FXD,FILM :12 .1K OHM,1$,0 .125W RES .,FXD,CMPSN:750 OHM,58,2W RES .,FXD,CMPSN :IK OHM,5+k,0 .25W



01121 91637 91637 01121 01121



EB2415 MEF1816G14001F MEF1816G12101F HB7515 C81025



RES .,FXD,CMPSN:I .SK OHM,58,O .SOW RES .,FXD,FILM :576 OHM,18,0 .125W RES.,FXD,FILM :130 OHM,18,0 .125W RES .,FXD,FILM :976 OHM,1$,0 .125W RES.,VAR,NONWIR :20K OHM,20~,1W



01121 91637 91637 91637 01121



EB1525 MEF1816G576ROF MEF1816G130ROF MFF1816G976ROF 1OM654



RES.,FXD,CMPSN :3K OHM,58,0 .25W RES.,FXD,FILM :4 .32K OHM,18,0 .125W RES.,FXD,CMPSN :IK OHM,S$,0 .25W RES.,FXD,CMPSN :470K OHM,58,0 .25W RES.,FXD,FILM :3 .09K OHM,1~,0 .125W



01121 91637 01121 01121 91637



- CB3025 MEF1816G43200F CB1025 CB4745 MEF1816G30900F



RES .,FXD,FILM :3 .92K OHM,18,0 .125W RES .,VAR,NONWIR :SK OHM,58,O .SOW RES .,VAR,NONWIR :2 .5K OHM,208,O .50W RES .,FXD,CMPSN :I .2K OHM,Sic,1W RES .,VAR,NONWIR :lOK OHM/1K OHM,20$,0.50W



91637 73138 73138 01121 01121



MEF1816G39200F 91A-50000M 91A R2500 GB1225 13M053



RES .,FXD,CMPSN:510 OHM,58,O .SOW RES .,FXD,CMPSN:470 OHM,58,0 .25W RES .,FXD,CMPSN:2 .7 OHM,53,O .SOW RES .,FXD,CMPSN:IK OHM,53,0 .25W RES .,FXD,WW :0 .6 OHM,SB,2W



01121 01121 01121 01121 91637



E85115 C84715 EB27G5 C81025 RS2B162ER6000J



RES.,VAR,NONWIR :2f11C OHM,I08,1W RES.,VAR,NONWL^. : :.OK UHM,108,1W RES.,FXD,FILM :1 .05K OHM,1+k,0.125W RES .,FXD,CMPSN :680 OHM,58,0 .25W RES .,FXD,FILM :619 OHM,19,0 .125W



01121 12697 91637 01121 91637



73M4G048L202M 381-CM39696 MEF1816G10500F CB6815 MFF1816G619ROF



RES .,FXD,CMPSN :27K OHM,S~k,0 .25W RES .,FXD,FILM :1 .74K OHM,1$,0 .125W RES .,FXD,FILM :1 .62K OHM,1$,0 .125W RES .,FXD,CMPSN:8 .2K OHM,58,0 .50W RES .,FXD,CMPSN:3K OHM,58,0 .50W



01121 91637 91637 01121 01121



CB2735 MEF1816G17400F MEF1816G16200F EB8225 EB3025



RES .,FXD,CMPSN:130 OHM,58,0 .25W RES.,FXD,CMPSN :3K OHM,5~,0 .50W RES.,FXD,FILM :I4IC OHM,18,0 .125W RES.,FXD,FILM :12 .1K OHM,19c,0 .125W RES.,FXD,CMPSN :750 OHM,S+k,2W



01121 01121 91637 91637 01121



CBI315 E83025 MFF1816G14001F MEF1816G12101F H87515



8010100



B022064X



R24 301-0152-00 R26 321-0170-00 R28 321-0108-00 R29 321-0192-00 R30 1 311-1310-00 R34 R36 Ft38 R39 R42



315-0302-00 321-0254-00 315-0102-00 315-0474-00 321-0240-00



R42 R45 R45 R48 RSOA,B



321-0250-00 311-1560-00 311-1561-00 303-0122-00 311-1759-00



R55 R64 R65 R66 R67



301-0511-00 315-0471-00 307-0051-00 315-0102-00 308-0245-00



R70 R70 R72 R73 R74



311-1524--00 ' 8010100 311-].197-00 H010320 321-0195-00 315-0681-00 X8022065 321-0173-00



R78 R80 R80 R85 R87



315-0273-00 321-0216-00 321-0213-00 301-0822-00 301-0302-00



R90 R95 8114 8115 R117



315-0131-00 301-0302-00 321-0303-00 321-0297-00 305-0751-00



8010100



8022064



8022065 8010100 8022065



8022064



8010100 X8022065



HO10100 8022065



8022064X



8010319



H022064



1 Furnished as a unit with 530.
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Replaceable Electrical Parts-PS 503A



Ckt No .



Tektronix Part No .



Serial/Model No . Eff Dscont



8120 8134 8136 8138 8139



315-0102-00 315-0152-00 321-0254-00 315-0102-00 315-0474-00



8142 8142 8145 8145 8148



321-0240-00 321-0250-00 311-1560-00 311-1561-00 303-0122-00



R150A,B 8155 8164 8165 8167



311-1759-00 301-0511-00 315-0471-00 315-0102-00 315-0471-00



8170 8174 8176 8178 8180



307-0051-00 308-0245-00 321-0173-00 321-0195-00 311-1524-00



BO10100



B022064X



BO10100



B010319



8180 8182 8185 8185 8187



311-1197-00 315-0681-00 321-0282-00 321-0287-00 321-0224-00



B010320 XB022065 BO10100 B022065



8190 8192 8194 8196



Mfr Code



Name & Description



Mfr Part Number



RES .,FXD,CMPSN :IK OHM,.5+k,0 .25W RES .,FXD,CMPSN :I .SK OHM,59,0 .25W RES.,FXD,FILM :4 .32K OHM,1$,0 .125W RES .,FXD,CMPSN :IK OHM,5$,0 .25W RES .,FXD,CMPSN :470K OHM,58,0 .25W



01121 01121 91637 01121 01121



CB1025 CB1525 MFF1816G43200F CB1025 CB4745



RES.,FXD,FILM :3 .09K OHM,18,0 .125W RES .,FXD,FILM :3 .92K OHM,18,0 .125W RES .,VAR,NONWIR :5K OHM,58,O .SOW RES .,VAR,NONWIR :2 .5K OHM,208,0.50W RES .,FXD,CMPSN :I .2K OHM,S$,1W



91637 91637 73138 73138 01121



MFF1816G30900F MFF1816G39200F 91A-50000M 91A 82500 GH1225



RES .,VAR,NONWIR aOK OHM/1K OHM,20$,0.50W RES .,FXD,CMPSN :510 OHM,5+k,0 .50W RES .,FXD,CMPSN :470 OHM,58,0 .25W RES .,FXD,CMPSN :IK OHM,58,0 .25W RES .,FXD,CMPSN :470 OHM,S$,0 .25W



01121 01121 01121 01121 01121



13M053 EB5115 CB4715 CB1025 CB4715



RES .,FXD,CMPSN:2 .7 OHM,58,O .SOW RES .,FXD,WW :0 .6 OHM,Sic,2W RES .,FXD,FILM :619 OHM,18,0 .125W RES .,FXD,FILM :1 .05K OHM,19,0 .125W RES .,VAR,NONWIR :20K OHM,108,1W



01121 91637 91637 91637 01121



EB27G5 RS2B162ER6000J MFF1816G619ROF MFF1816G10500F 73M4G048L202M



RES .,VAR,NONWIR :20K OHM,108,1W RES .,FXD,CMPSN:680 OHM,5+k,0 .25W RES .,FXD,FILM :8 .45K OHM,1$,0 .125W RES .,FXD,FILM :9 .53K OHM,18,0 .125W RES .,FXD,FILM :2 .1K OHM,1$,0 .125W



12697 01121 91637 91637 91637



381-CM39696 CB6815 MFF1816G84500F MFF1816G95300F MFF1816G21000F



321-0213-00 301-0302-00 301-0822-00 315-0131-00



RES .,FXD,FILM :1 .62K OHM,18,0 .125W RES .,FXD,CMPSN :3K OHM,5B,O .SOW RES .,FXD,CMPSN :8 .2K OHM,5ic,0.50W RES .,FXD,CMPSN :130 OHM,58,0 .25W



91637 01121 01121 01121



MFF1816G16200F EB3025 EB8225 CB1315



S1 830 895



260-1332-00 311-1310-00 260-1310-01



SWITCH,PUSH : RES .,VAR,NONWIR :20K OHM,20$,1W SWITCH,PUSH :



80009 01121 80009



260-1332-00 1OM654 260-1310-O1



U1 U35 U45 U55 U135



156-0277-00 156-0067-00 156-0067-00 156-0067-00 156-0067-00



MICROCIRCUIT,LI :VOLTAGE REGULATOR DlICROCIRCUIT,LI :OPERATIONAL AMPLIFIER MICROCIRCUIT,LI :OPERATIONAL AMPLIFIER MICROCIRCUIT,LI :OPERATIONAL AMPLIFIER ~fICZtQCIRCUIT,LI :OPERATIONAL_AMPLiFIER



27014 80009 80009 80009 80009



LM340T-5 156-0067-00 156-0067-00 156-QA67-00 156-0067-00



U145 U155



156-0067-00 156-0067-00



MICROCIRCUIT,LI :OPERATIONAL AMPLIFIER MICROCZRCUIT,LI :OPERATIONAL AMPLIFIER



80009 80009



156-0067-00 156-0067-00



VR17 VR17 VR20 VR24 VR30



152-0195-00 152-0280-00 152-0147-00 152-0306-00 152-0212-00



SEMICOND SEMICOND SEMICOND SEMICOND SEMICOND



DEVICE DEVICE DEVICE DEVICE DEVICE



:ZENER,0 .4W,S .1V,5~ :ZENER,0 .4W,6 .2V,59 :ZENER,0 .4W,27V,5$ :ZENER,0 .4W,9 .1V,5$ :ZENER,O .5W,9V,5$



80009 80009 81483 81483 80009



152-0195-00 152-0280-00 1N971B 1N960B 152-0212-00



VR64 VR117 VR117 VR120 VR164



152-0265-00 152-0195-00 152-0280-00 152-0147-00 152-0265-00



SEMICOND SEMICOND SEMICOND SEMICOND SEMICOND



DEVICE :ZENER,0 .4W,24V,58 DEVICE :ZENER,0 .4W,5.1V,58 DEVICE :ZENER,0 .4W,6.2V,58 DEVICE :ZENER,0 .4W,27V,58 DEVICE :ZENER,0 .4W,24V,58



04713 80009 80009 81483 04713



1N970B 152-0195-00 152-0280-00 1N971B 1N970B



REV. A AUG. 1977



BO10100 B022065 BO10100 B022065



B022064 B022064



B022064



nt . ..



BO10100 B022065



B022064



BO10100 B022065



B022064



.,
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DIAGRAMS AND CIRCUIT BOARD ILLUSTRATIONS Symbols and Reference Designators



Electrical components shown on the diagrams are in the following units unless noted otherwise : Capacitors = Resistors =



Values one or greater are in picofarads (pF) . Values less than one are in microfarads (l~F) . Ohms (S2) .



Graphic symbols and class designation letters are based on ANSI Standard Y32 .2-1975 . Logic symbology is based on ANSI Y32 .14-1973 in terms of positive logic . Logic symbols depict the logic function performed and may differ from the manufacturer's data . Abbreviations are based on ANSI Y1 .1-1972 . Other ANSI standards that are used in the preparation of diagrams by Tektronix, Inc . are : Y14 .15, 1966 Y14 .2, 1973 Y10 .5, 1968



Drafting Practices . Line Conventions and Lettering . Letter Symbols for Quantities Used in Electrical Science and Electrical Engineering .



The following prefix letters are used as reference designators to identify components or assemblies on the diagrams . A AT B BT C CB CR DL DS E F FL



Assembly, separable or repairable (circuit board, etc) Attenuator, fixed or variable Motor Battery Capacitor, fixed or variable Circuit breaker Diode, signal or rectifier Delay line Indicating device (lamp) Spark Gap, Ferrite bead Fuse Filter



H HR HY J K L M P 0 R RT



Heat dissipating device (heat sink, heat radiator, etc) Heater Hybrid circuit Connector, stationary portion Relay Inductor, fixed or variable Meter Connector, movable portion Transistor or silicon-controlled rectifier Resistor, fixed or variable . Thermistor



S T TC TP U V VR W Y Z



Plug to E .C . Board



The following special symbols may appear on the diagrams :



8 x



Strap or Link



P15



Cam Switch Closure Chart (Dot indicates switch closure)



5 , .101~~ W 16 " 20 " 5oJ -f-12V 3



SEL Value Selected .,..,.at Factory



I



-12.V -~ ~~'



`



/ J 13 i P13



~~



Assembly Number



R) SOK



RIO 100



Identifies Panel and ndicatorsConnectors Modified Component-See Parts List (Depicted in grey, or with grey outline) Plug Index Refer to Waveform



17P12



Internal Screwdriver Adjustment



Board Name



-F12V-~ ~--I '



0



Test Voltage



gAL



R14 SEL.



+12V ~



Switch or contactor Transformer Thermocouple Test point Assembly, inseparable or non-repairable (integrated circuit, etc .) Electron tube Voltage regulator (zener diode, etc.) Wirestrap or cable Crystal Phase shifter



-10 .5



TO DIO AG 4



-J14



- Refer to Diagram Number Coaxial Connector Shielding Heat Sink



1



Decoupled or Filtered Voltage



AMPL.H~-^I2V3 ..E-r-~^"'"'~ -



Etched Circuit Board Outlined in Black



"--~.~PARTIAL AI VERTICAL BOARD



r ame



VERTICAL AMPI.-IF1ER~a~div mbeN
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A1 MAIN CIRCUIT BOARI



CKT NO C2 C3 C10 C19 C20 C34 C38 C60 C64 C85 C110



GRID LOC F1 G1 K2 F3 E3 E1 D2 K3 F2 C3 KS



I I



CKT NO



GRID LOC



C119 C120 C138 C160 C167



F4 E4 D6 K4 FS



CR10 CR24 CR45 CR46 CR48



H4 F2 C2 D2 D3



I



CKT NO CR55 CR60 CR66 CR78 CR110 CR145 CR146 CR148 CR155 CR160 CR167



GRID LOC 13 K3 C3 D3 H4 D5 DS CS 13 K4 G4



I



CKT NO



GRID LOC



CKT NO



GRID LOC



CR185



E5



F10 F110



G2 G5



015 020 030 065 080 085



F3 F3 E2 G1 D3 C3



0115 0120 0170 0185 0190 0195 R3 R14 R15 R17 R20



G4 F4 G6 E5 E5 CS K5 F2 G3 F2 F3



CKT NO R24 R26 R28 R29 R34 R35 R36 R38 R39 R48 R42



GRID LOC E2 E2 E3 E3 E1 C5 BS D2 D1 F1 C1



CKT NO ', ~



~



'



R45 R55 R64 R66 R67 R70 R72 R73 R74 R78 R80



N ¢



1834-01



~N CIRCUIT BOARD (SN B022065-above)



CKT NO



GRID LOC



R2a ~i26 1128 p29 p34 R35 R36 p38 A39 R48 R42



E2 E2 E3 E3 E1 C5 B5 D2 D1 F1 C1



CKT NO R45 R55 R64 R66 R67 R70 R72 R73 R74 R78 R80



GRID LOC



CKT NO



C1 H3 G2 G3 C3 D2 D2 C3 C2 E2 E3



R85 R87 R90 R95 R114 R115 R117 R120 R134 R135 R136



GRID LOC C3 C2 A4 B1 G4 G3 FS F4 E1 C1 E1



CKT NO



GRID LOC



CKT NO



GRID LOC



CKT NO



GRID LOC



R138 R139 R142 R145 R148 R165 R167 R174 R176 R178 R180



E5 E5 D5 C6 14 G4 GS D4 C4 D5 D5



R182 R185 R187 R190 R192 R194 R196



D5 E5 E4 E4 C5 C4 B5



U1 U35 U45 U55 U135 U145 U155



F1 CS D2 D3 D1 D5 D4



S1 S95



G1 81



VR20 VR30 VR24



E3 E1 E2



CKT NO VR84 VR117 VR120 VR164



GRID LOC F2 F5 E4 F5



PS 503A



VOLTAGE CONDITIONS WARNING



Dangerous potentials exist atseveral points throughout this instrument. When the instrument is operated with the covers removed, do not touch exposed connections or components. Some transistors have voltages present on their cases. Disconnect the power source before replacing parts. The voltages shown on diagram 1 were taken with the PS 503A front panel controls (knob type) fully counterclockwise . The OUTPUT button was in the ON position . No external load was connected to the binding post output terminals . Voltage Conditions . The voltages shown on the diagram were obtained using a digital multimeter with a 10 mfg input impedance (TEKTRONIX DM 501 Digital Multimeter or TEKTRONIX 7D13 Digital Multimeter used with readout equipped, 7000-series oscilloscope) .
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Los ventiladores centrífugos in-line de la gama TD - MIXVENT han sido fabricados ... Todos los componentes han sido verificados y los aparatos han sido ...
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TD-BF03: Cytokines & Chemokines 

alternate cyclic passages in Anopheles stephensi mosquitoes and Swiss-Webster. Sporozoites obtained from dissected salivary glands of infected mosquitoes 2 ...
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25 oct. 2017 - ou laquÃ©. Les traits discontinus montrent le contour du cadre support qui intÃ¨gre les clips femelles. Leur largeur dÃ©pend des clips employÃ©s.
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beneath lip of drain collar (3) and place in opening of sink. Press down firmly to secure the drain collar (3). Configuration 2 (plastic): DO NOT APPLY SILICONE.
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d. Decoupling in solid state NMR. GDP/TC. Exercice 1 Some insight into CW ... Until specified otherwise, we assume that there is no sample spinning (i.e.. ).
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Although this product is designed for easy operation, we suggest you first take ...... LeistungsfÃ¤higkeit wird durch die gelbe LED signalisiert, wÃ¤hrend eine fast.
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Q2 2018 TD Earnings Report 

2018 organisÃ© par Spotify. Favoriser le perfectionnement de nos collÃ¨gues. Lancement de TD Essor, une plateforme en ligne qui prÃ©sente de faÃ§on organisÃ©e.
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TD-IAI04: HIV infection 

Feb 5, 2005 - These proteins were characterized, they are the secreted proteins RANTES, MIP-1a and MIP-1b, which belong to the family of the chemokines.
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TD. DipÃ´le RL 

Ã‰tablir l'Ã©quation diffÃ©rentielle vÃ©rifiÃ©e par l'intensitÃ© i(t) du courant dans le circuit. 3. Montrer que la solution de l'Ã©quation diffÃ©rentielle prÃ©cÃ©demment Ã©tablie ...
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Notes E61 CM+TD+moyenne 

SAMUEL. 17. 17. 17. LE BERRE. CLEMENT. 7. 13. 10. LE CORRE. ERWANN. 4. 11. 7,5. LE GAL. TANGUY. 12. 6. LE GALLO. GAETAN. 4. 10. 7. LE PALABE.
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Guided Tour - VR3 Receiver Rear Panel 8. Guided Tour - VT3L / VT3 Transmitter 9. Guided Tour - VH3 Transmitter 11. Setting Up and Using Your VHF TD ...
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Effects TD - Arash Habibi .fr 

English (Cambridge proficiency + TOEFL), German, Persian and bases in Dutch. Other artistic activities. Theater, music (piano and guitar), pencil drawing, ...
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